BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP EXPERT, SPEAKER & AUTHOR
Shirley Dalton is the creator of the Blueprint For Business Freedom
and a leading authority on proven profitable processes.
Her teachings demonstrate how blending people, processes and
possibilities can help business owners create their ideal business
lifestyle to avoid burnout and their personal and business lives
working against them.
Over 30 years, Shirley has helped thousands of business owners
and employees around the world release lifelong limiting beliefs,
put in place solid systems and procedures, as well as develop and
improve their leadership skills.
Shirley is on a mission to help even more business owners to
Reclaim Their Freedom and create their Ideal Business Lifestyle.
Shirley helps business owners, entrepreneurs, leaders and
managers to get their businesses under control, grow themselves
and their teams so that the business works for them and their
teams giving them more money, more time and less stress.
Shirley also created and hosted her own TV and Radio Shows with
Voice America and RHG Media for 2 years where she interviewed
business owners, marketers, coaches and consultants to help her
audience Reclaim Their Freedom and create their Ideal Business
Lifestyle.

Interview Shirley About:

Why Shirley?
Her expertise has yielded incredible
results for her clients. Prior to
starting her own business, as the
COO for Kip McGrath Education
Centres, Shirley created systems and
processes to enable the company to
expand from 200 clients Australia
wide to over 600 worldwide and list
on the Australian stock exchange with just 17 employees.
Shirley can help provide the
information and guidance to help
your audience grow their business,
better lead their people, improve
their mindset and get their time
back.

How Your Personality Affects How Well You Lead

Suggested Questions:
What are we talking about Shirley when we talk about
our "personality"?
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What does personality have to do with leadership and
why is it so important to know your personality type?
How does our personality type impact the way we
communicaete with others?
Can our REACH change over time?
Now we better understand personality types, what
makes a great leader?
What is one action our leaders can implement straight
away?

